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By Gerard Thomas

Fishbone Tales, LLC, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Mankind no longer knows FAITH. Evil is committed in the name of faith when
FAITH is not present, a toxic form of belief has taken its place. A split has formed within the psyche
of mankind that separates the mind from the heart, the spirit from the soul and belief from FAITH. It
started with a wounded feeling function and has spread to the loss of soul and the separation of all
mankind to the experience of FAITH. We confuse the image with the reality, the picture and the
person. The true practice of values has been denigrated and reduced to fable. Social media has
augmented the disconnection and the discord. Politics turns ugly. Corporations run rampant
destroying everything for monetary gain and short term vision. Our connection to the sacred waits
patiently for the awakening. And still we slumber. FAITHLESS is the story of Timothy. Timothy has
lived a life of sorrow. Born with pneumonia, he died twice in his first month of life but was brought
back to life with the miracle of modern medicine. Timothy continued a lifetime out-maneuvering
the...
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It in just one of the best ebook. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- O cie Hintz-- O cie Hintz

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aug ustine Pfa nner still--  Aug ustine Pfa nner still
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